
Date 11-Mar A TALE OF TWO PROGRESS REPORTS: 11-Mar
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Point Value 100 100

12004 74 45
12064 80 78
12079 78 61

2000284 76 73
2001811 89 85
2004613 79 62
9714932 94 75
9716903 78 71
9717651 80 77
9717673 86 81
9717713 77 75
9717738 85 83
9717854 83 76

40000311 74 70
500001112 76 75

If your literary analysis and Ch. 9-11 quiz are not revised, the current grades would actually earn you an average of…

The score on the left side of this space is the average that will be sent home as part of your progress reports this quarter. It does not include two 
assignments. These "inactive" assignments are part of the required revisions for your Q3 portfolios, which are due between 3/18 and 3/22. The 
score on the right side of this space is your average if those assignments were counted, not inactive; this is what you should be using as a 
barometer for how hard you need to work. The left score is a stay of execution; your job is to make sure that you bring up the effectiveness of all 
of your writing by revising until you won't be dragged down to the score on the right.



Date 11-Mar DESCRIPTION OF NUMBERS: 11-Mar
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11629 74 67
2000441 67 53
2000609 80 77
2001763 74 72
2004273 73 67
2004277 84 78
9714013 69 53
9714016 75 72
9714549 75 70
9716893 83 78
9717508 80 77
9717558 73 53
9717601 90 82
9717742 78 72
9717745 71 56
9717767 76 68
9717878 81 73
9717917 69 41
9718405 79 61

500000070 70 56
500001428 63 48

If your literary analysis and Ch. 9-11 quiz are not revised, the current grades would actually earn you an average of…

The score on the left side of this space is the average that will be sent home as part of your progress reports this quarter. It does not include two 
assignments. These "inactive" assignments are part of the required revisions for your Q3 portfolios, which are due between 3/18 and 3/22. The 
score on the right side of this space is your average if those assignments were counted, not inactive; this is what you should be using as a 
barometer for how hard you need to work. The left score is a stay of execution; your job is to make sure that you bring up the effectiveness of all 
of your writing by revising until you won't be dragged down to the score on the right.
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